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6. Finally, I have always noticed a marked change in the character
of the muscular adjustment and movement of the eye on passing from
dream consciousness to waking consciousness. Indeed, one ohief factor
in converting the passive spectator and unconscious author of the visual
dream-images into the active and critical investigator of the retinal
schemata is just this muscular change. I have had great difficulty in
determining precisely in what the change consists. But of the existence_
and distinct—nay, decisive—influence of such a change, I am perfectly
sore.

I am inclined to think that on closing the eyes for sleep the eyeballs
are, as has been customarily supposed, turned upward and inward.
This position is probably most favourable to the disappearance from
consciousness of all disturbing visual images. Perhaps in deep and
dreamless Bleep (and for purposes of my present inquiry " dreamless "
sleep means sleep in which no images of things seen rise above the
threshold of consciousness) this position of the eyeballs is maintained
unchanged. But I am inclined also to believe that, in somewhat vivid
visual dreams, the eyeballs move gently in their sockets, taking various
positions induced by the retinal phantasms as they control the dreams.
As we look down the street of a strange city, for example, in a dream
we probably focus our eyes somewhat as we should do in making the
same observation when awake, though with a complete lack of that
determined teleological fixedness which waking life carries with i t

But what ohange in muscular adjustment of the eye takes place when
I come out of the dream consciousness and promptly betake myself to
the psychologist's task of studying the fantastio snapes that are fading
from my retina 1 Then I focus both eyes for a point of regard as close
as possible in front of the eyes, and in the direction which the phan-
tasms occupy in the retinal field ; and I steadily fixate them there with
that rigidity of muscular control which beloDgs to waking attention. It
it the marked change in the muscular sensations and in the feelinq of fixated
attention which characterises my waking perceptive consciousness. This
change is necessary to the recognition of the schemata in the retinal field
as the components of those fanciful beings with which my " mind's eye "
has held commerce-in the dream.

Such are somo of the conclusions to which I have been led by my
experimental studies of this very interesting class of phenomena. Need
I add that to me they seem to verify the general theory of perception
which I have elsewhere advocated. This theory regards all seeing as
resulting from a psychical synthesis interpreting data of sense, and
denies the possibility of drawing any fixed line between illusions and
hallucinations, between what we call imagination and what we call per-
ception of sense.

GEORGE TROMBULL LADD.
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